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Company: Energi People

Location: Wokingham

Category: construction-and-extraction

My client are an established M&E company specializing in the residential sector and they are

seeking a highly skilled Mechanical Contracts Manager. The successful candidate will be

responsible for overseeing the planning, design, implementation and delivery of various

projects across multiple locations around the Basignstoke to Wokingham area.

Responsibilities:

- Manage all aspects of project management from inception through to completion.

- Ensure that health & safety requirements are met at each stage of every project

- Coordinate with internal teams regarding resource allocation for efficient execution

- Monitor progress against budgets ensuring cost-effectiveness throughout

Qualifications:

The ideal candidate should possess:

- Proven experience working on large-scale residential projects

- Excellent communication skills both written and verbal 

- Excellent knowledge of the 2024 building regulations and health and safety 

Skills Required:

In addition to excellent communication skills mentioned above we require someone who has

expertise/experience around;
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- Technical knowledge surrounding plumbing and heating - coming from a plumbing and heating

background would be ideal

- Ability to work under pressure whilst maintaining high standards

Salary package offered : £50,000 - £65,000 per annum along with some attractive

benefits like a company vehicle plus a fuel card, holiday allowance , pension scheme etc.

To apply for this Mechanical Contracts Manager position then contact Jake Gumbrell on (phone

number removed), Energi People.

About Us

Energi People are a privately owned global multi-disciplinary recruitment consultancy,

established in 2002.

We are one of the most experienced and successful recruitment consultancies in the built

environment & have successfully helped some of the largest and most technically advanced

building construction projects across the world be completed by bringing the best technical

people in our industry together. We strive to help companies grow & careers flourish.
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